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DESCRIPTION

PROJOLLY QUART is a quarter-circle 
rounded bead pro�le that can be applied 
on external corners of coverings. It can be 
used to close the perimeter of coverings. 
Its particular section and variety of availa-
ble heights, make PROJOLLY QUART an 
elegant and much sought after pro�le. 

MATERIAL

PROJOLLY QUART is a quarter-circle 
rounded bead pro�le in powder coated  
aluminum with stone e�ect available in 
the heights of 6 - 8 - 10 - 11 and 12.5 mm. It 
has a punched �ange that guarantees a 
perfect grip to the adhesive. The high 
range of colours, combined with the 
availability of di�erent heights and special 
pieces such as, internal and external 
corners, end caps and junctions, make 
PROJOLLY QUART an elegant and much 
sought after pro�le.

AREAS OF USE

PROJOLLY QUART in in powder coated  
aluminum is suitable to be used for every 
walls. 

WARNINGS

Do not use PROJOLLY QUART in in 
powder coated aluminum in swimming 
pool and in environments where aggressi-
ve substances are used. Clean immediately 
the surface of the pro�le from all remains 
of adhesive or grout after laying. 

MAINTENANCE

PROJOLLY QUART does not require any 
special maintenance. It is suggested to 
clean it with normal household cleaning 
products.

LAYING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Choose “PROJOLLY QUART” according 
to the tile thickness and desired colour.
2. Cut “PROJOLLY QUART” to the desired 
length and apply the adhesive on the 
support where the pro�le will be laid. 
3. Press the anchoring �ange of    
“PROJOLLY QUART” into the adhesive.
4. Lay the tiles, aligning them with the 
pro�le leaving a 2 mm joint. Remove 
immediately all remains of adhesive from 
the surface of the pro�le.
5. Fill the joints between the pro�le and 
the tiles with grout, in order to avoid water 
stagnation. Remove immediately all the 
remains of grout from the surface of the 
pro�le.

TEXT TEMPLATE FOR TENDERS

Delivery and installation of is a quarter- 
circle rounded bead pro�le in powder 
coated aluminum in …… colour. With a 
height of …... mm and equipped with a 
punched �ange that guarantees a perfect 
grip to the adhesive, like PROJOLLY 
QUART of the Progress Pro�les company. 

PJQTA 6 / 08 / 10 / 11 / 125-... : Powder 
coated  aluminium.

Pro�le height : _________________mm
Pro�le length : ___________________mt
Material : _____________________€/mt
Application : ___________________€/mt
Total value : ___________________€/mt


